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Date of Inception  January 14, 2019 

 

 

Performance  As at Oct. 31, 2019 

Since Inception 6.64% 

MTD (0.18%) 

YTD 6.64% 

1 YR NA 

3 YR NA 

5 YR NA 

 

Source: Marret Asset Management Inc.,  

October 31, 2019 
 

Fundamental/Technical Outlook 

 

In October, the market narrative continued to edge closer to growth stabilization 

and further away from imminent recession. Measures of global growth certainly 

didn’t bounce, but they continued to suggest signs of basing. The tone around 

the trade negotiations also continued to improve with the announcements of a 

“Phase 1” deal, in principle, between the U.S. and China and the extension of the 

Brexit deadline into early next year. These developments don’t improve the upside 
potential of global growth, but they do mitigate the magnitude of downside risks 

in the short-term. The better backdrop was not lost on Fed Chairman Powell, as 

he made it clear in his press conference remarks that “monetary policy is in a 
good place” and that the Committee members now have a preference 
to assess rather than to act – in other words, they’d like to pause unless forced to 

do otherwise. 

 

The range of 1.40% to 1.95% on 10-year U.S. Treasuries remains intact but with the month’s positive developments mentioned 
above, yields spent much of the time in the upper half of the range. Yields will likely continue to drift higher until there is more 

clarity on whether the new narrative has persistence. We think the narrative could be with us for a few months, but we would 

view a more meaningful backup in rates as a temporary detour, as our core view is that the best-case scenario is subpar growth 

achieved only with accommodative central banks, while the worst-case scenario is a recession. Until that skew materially 

changes, bonds have an appealing investment bias. Weakening consumer confidence or negative risk markets would cut short 

any detour and increase the probability of the worst-case outcome. 

 

We lowered duration to benchmark during the period and could take it lower as we are tactically turning cautious rates. That 

said, we will be looking to increase duration on a more meaningful backup to better align with our core view. 

 

Fund Positioning 

Overall duration: Benchmark 

Cross-currency: Overweight the U.S. vs Canada 

Maturity: Overweight 10yr. 

 

Key Transactions 

None 

 
Sources: Marret Asset Management Inc., Bloomberg Finance L.P., FTSE Russell. 
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Fund Performance % | Class F, CAD 
 

 JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC YTD 

2019 0.45% (0.18%) 1.43% (0.41%) 2.30% 0.45% 0.07% 4.25% (1.61%) (0.18%)   6.64% 

 

Source: Marret Asset Management Inc., October 31, 2019 

 

 

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS 
 

The offering of units of the Fund is made pursuant to its Offering Memorandum only to those investors who meet certain eligibility and minimum 

purchase requirements.  Eligible investors should read the Fund’s Offering Memorandum before investing.  Investment funds are not guaranteed, their 

values change frequently, and past performance may not be repeated.  Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may 

be associated with investment funds. 

 

The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compound total returns net of fees (except for figures of one year or less, which are simple total 

returns) including changes in security value and reinvestment of all distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional 

charges or income taxes payable by any securityholder that would have reduced returns. 

 

This commentary has been prepared for Marret Asset Management Inc. is confidential and may not be redistributed. 

 

Certain statements contained in this communication are based in whole or in part on information provided by third parties and CI Investments Inc. has 

taken reasonable steps to ensure their accuracy.  Market conditions may change which may impact the information contained in this document. 

 

This document is provided as a general source of information and should not be considered personal, legal, accounting, tax or investment advice, or 

an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell securities.  Every effort has been made to ensure that the material contained in this document is accurate at the 

time of publication.  Market conditions may change which may impact the information contained in this document.  All charts and illustrations in this 

document are for illustrative purposes only.  They are not intended to predict or project investment results.  Individuals should seek the advice of 

professionals, as appropriate, regarding any particular investment. Investors should consult their professional advisors prior to implementing any 

changes to their investment strategies.   

 

The opinions expressed in the communication are solely those of the author and are not to be used or construed as investment advice or as an 

endorsement or recommendation of any entity or security discussed.   

 

Marret Asset Management Inc. is a majority owned subsidiary of CI Financial Corp. and an affiliate of CI Investments Inc. 

 

Source: Marret Asset Management Inc., October 31, 2019     Publication date: November 6, 2019 


